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                                    We Are 

                                    Crafting Excellence, 
 Weaving Futures

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    Our journey is more than a business venture; it's a testament to more than 74 years old legacy woven with threads of dedication, innovation, & community enrichment.
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                                    Empowering Lives, 
 Knitting Legacies

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        From small woollen worsted spinners to four state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and a 1 million spindle count annually, our heritage is the loom upon which the fabric of our success is intricately crafted.
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                                    Artistry Unleashed

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    In the intricate dance of looms and the gentle hum of machinery, Oswal Group's Textile division breathes life into fibers. We weave not just threads, but stories of craftsmanship and innovation. From cotton fields to the loom, every textile we produce is a testament to our commitment to quality and heritage.
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                                    Real 

                                    Building Dreams, Shaping Skylines

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    Our Real Estate ventures reach beyond the foundations of bricks and mortar. We are architects of dreams, shaping skylines and crafting spaces where families find comfort and businesses thrive. Oswal Group's Real Estate division goes beyond construction; we build communities.
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                                    Curating Experiences

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    Step into the world of Oswal Group's Apparel division, where every shelf is a curated collection and every customer interaction is an experience. From fashion to lifestyle, we believe in offering more than products – we offer moments, memories and a touch of Oswal excellence.
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                                    Unified 

                                    Tradition Meets Tomorrow

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    Oswal Group's story is a seamless blend of threads, dreams and apparel experiences. As we navigate the intersection of tradition and tomorrow, our legacy is defined by a commitment to craftsmanship, community and constant evolution.
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                                    Our 

                                    The Heartbeat of Oswal

                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    At Oswal, we recognize that our people are the soul of our success. Each employee, from the factory floor to the executive suite, contributes to our collective journey. Together, we are the heartbeat of Oswal, driving progress and shaping a better tomorrow.
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                                        Join the 

                                        Tradition, Tomorrow and People

                                    

                                

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Embark on a journey with Oswal Group where every textile spun, every structure built and every apparel experience crafted, is a step towards empowering lives and shaping a future where excellence knows no bounds.
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                    Contact Us

                      Vardhman Park, Chandigarh Road. Ludhiana, Punjab, India - 141123

                     info@oswalgroup.com

                     +91-161-662-9990, 662-9888

                     Monday to Saturday  
 10:00am to 6:30pm
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